
As a part of the roll out of The Wave, The Rapid is planning to

end the sale of paper tickets for all regular fixed-route buses.

This change will take place on Thursday, Nov. 14, 2019. 
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The Wave card will be available for

purchase and reloading at

wave.ridetherapid.org, various retail

outlets, and Rapid Central Station. 

 

WAVE CARD TYPES & FARES

These are the current Wave cards available to
riders. It's important to note that the 10-Ride Wave

card does not have access to farecapping 
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SINGLE-RIDE BARCODES
Organizations using two-ride tickets

will transition to single-ride barcodes.



FAST & EASY

SAVE MONEY

LOAD ANYWHERE

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

Simply touch your Wave card to the reader every time
you board or transfer, and you're on your way! There are
readers on every bus and at every Silver Line Station.

Get the savings of daily, weekly, and monthly passes,
but without the commitment or upfront cost. You pay
your way one trip at a time, and you’ll never pay for a
trip you don’t take. The Wave will give you the best deal
on your fare based on how much you ride.

Top off your account anywhere, anytime using The Wave
website, a retail location, or Rapid Central Station. You
can also choose auto-load to add funds when your
balance is low.

You can quickly register your card and set up a funding
source using our mobile-friendly website. You can
manage multiple cards, see a history of your recent trips
and transactions, and deactivate/reactivate a lost or
stolen card. 

The Rapid will continue to accept cash fare onboard buses.
This change does not impact GO!Bus and PASS. The Rapid
will continue to accept paper tickets until summer 2020. 


